
We imagine what could be. We dare to be different. We make visions a reality. 
Some people said we were off our rocker when we decided 20 years ago to go up against the publish-

ing giants and self-publish Math for Business and Life. But most instructors were delighted with the idea, say-
ing something different was needed in a business math book. The three things we kept hearing were

 Keep it simple
  Make it friendly
   Make it real-life

Self publishing has allowed us to do that, in a unique and daring way. We hear on a regular basis that we 
have the best business math text on the market. No wonder! We’ve had input from over 800 instructors along 
the way. And we have a first-class team of artists, copy editors, proofreaders, accuracy checkers, composi-
tors, Web designers, and faculty support personnel. We are now introducing the 7th edition and are proud of 
how it has turned out. We think you will like it too! To get a review copy visit webbertext.com, or email us at  
facultysupport@olympuspub.com.
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U N I T O B J E C T I V E S

Unit 21.1 Federal income tax

Calculating federal income tax for individuals
Calculating federal income tax for corporations

Unit 21.2 Sales tax

Calculating sales tax

Unit 21.3 Property tax

Finding assessed value
Establishing the tax rate
Calculating property tax

Governments provide services such as
national defense, highways and streets,
education, police and fire protection,
libraries, parks and recreation facilities,
health services, and public assistance to
the needy. In order to pay for these
services, a variety of taxes is collected.

If you are like the rest of us, you ask,
But why do I have to pay the entire tax
burden all by myself? It has been said
the two things people cannot avoid are
death and taxes. In this chapter, we
won’t talk about death, but we will exam-
ine a few taxes: federal income tax for
individuals and corporations, sales tax,
and property tax.
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Unit 9.2 Solving for principal, rate, and time 187

You get a 60-day $2,000 business loan at 10% interest. The lender uses a 360-day year. Calculate
your APR.
____________

R = I = $33.33 = $33.33 .1014 10.14%PT $2,000 × 60
365 $328.77

Even if interest is calculated using a 360-day year, an APR always uses a 365-day year

~~ ~~

I = PRT = $2000 × 10% × 60
360 = $33.33

You must pay $33.33 interest. You are really paying an annual rate (APR) of 10.14%. Because the
loan is a business loan (not a consumer loan), the lender is not required to inform you of the APR.
But that’s no problem because you can calculate your own APR (right?).

←

Payday loans are designed for people who desperately
need money. With this type of loan, borrowers who receive
a paycheck get a loan, kind of like an advance on their pay-
check, from a payday lender. As you will see, these loans can
have an extremely high rate of interest.

You need some money to pay current bills. You go to a local loan center. They agree to make you a
payday loan equal to 25% of your net monthly pay. They will charge you $10 per week for each $100
you borrow. Based on net monthly pay of $1,600, determine the maximum amount you can borrow.
Then, assuming you borrow the money for 2 weeks, calculate your APR.
____________

You can borrow: $1,600 × 25% = $400

Interest will be $40 per week × 2 weeks = $80

You will receive $400 and must pay $480 in 2 weeks, resulting in an APR of 521.43%.

High interest rates like the one calculated in Example 6 are not that uncommon. Some states have
a usury law that sets maximum interest rates. Even in these states, certain loans, like payday loans,
may be exempt from usury laws. You may ask, How could a mere $80 interest result in an interest rate
of 521.43%? Think of it this way. You pay interest of $80 on $400 and $80 ÷ $400 is 20%. But you
are borrowing the money for only 2 weeks. Because there are approximately 26.0714 two-week peri-
ods in a year, we multiply the 20% (or .20) by 26.0714: .20 × 26.0714 = 5.2143 = 521.43%!

R = I = $80 $80 5.2143 521.43%PT $400 × 14
365 $15.34246575 ~~ ~~~~

Suppose, instead of getting the loan in Example 4, you can get a 12% loan with no fees. You
would be better off getting the 12% loan, since the APR is only 12%, while the APR for the loan in
Example 4 is 15.01%.

Some lenders use a 360-day year for business loans. In the next example, we will calculate an
APR on a loan using a 360-day year.

Payday loan centers are becoming more and
more common. As with all loans, we should
determine the APR before getting the loan.

Example 5

Example 6
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Change the following words to numbers:
a. Two hundred twenty-six thousand
b. Two hundred twenty-six thousandths
c. Two hundred and twenty-six thousandths
____________
a. 226,000 Notice that the final word is “thousand.”
b. .226 Notice that the final word is “thousandths,” not “thousand.”
c. 200.026 Notice that the word “and” separates the whole number from the decimal part.

Unit 1.1 Reading, writing, and rounding numbers 5

Change the following numbers to words: a. 2,483 b. 3,567,234,789,123 c. 123.037
____________
a. Two thousand, four hundred eighty-three
b. Three trillion, five hundred sixty-seven billion, two hundred thirty-four million, seven hundred

eighty-nine thousand, one hundred twenty-three
c. One hundred twenty-three and thirty-seven thousandths

In Example 1, we changed numbers to words. In Example 2, we will change words to numbers.

In the newspaper article on the right, Boeing got an
order for $2.3 billion. Notice, the amount is two billion
plus three-tenths of another billion. Let’s review how to
change numbers like these to regular numbers.

Change 2.3 billion to a regular number.
____________
Step 1 2.3 billion

2,3 Replace decimal point with comma.

Step 2 2,300,000,000 Add zeros and commas so that the “2” ends up in the “billions” place.

Group Name Rule. The whole number group name is read at each comma. Don’t read or name
a group that is all zeros (like the three zeros in 86,000,123). Group names are in the singular:
48,000 is forty-eight thousand, not forty-eight thousands. The rightmost two digits do not have
a group name: 18 is read only as eighteen.
“And” Rule. Don’t use the word “and” in the whole number or in the decimal part; it is used
only to separate the whole number from the decimal part.
“ths” Rule. Decimal part words always end in “ths”: .35 is read as thirty-five hundredths.
Hyphen Rule. The numbers 21 through 99 (except those ending in zero, like 30) are written
with a hyphen: 37 is written as thirty-seven, not thirty seven.
DollarAmount Rule. Read dollar amounts as dollars and cents: $30.42 is read as thirty dollars
and forty-two cents, not thirty and forty-two hundredths dollars.

rules for express ing numbers as words

Example 1

Example 2

Step 1 Replace the decimal point with a comma.
Step 2 Add enough zeros after the last given digit so that the leftmost digit represents the

word-name it was assigned. Remember to add commas where needed.

changing parts of a million, billion, trillion, etc., to a regular number

Example 3

1
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Before buying the Hewlett Packard printer from A-1 Company, you check with another supplier, B-
2 Company. Their list price is also $550, but they will give you a series discount of 30/15/5. What
is your net price from B-2 Company?
____________

List price $550.00
Less first discount: $550 × 30% -165.00
Price after first discount $385.00
Less second discount: $385 × 15% - 57.75
Price after second discount $327.25
Less third discount: $327.25 × 5% - 16.36
Net price $310.89

Your net price from B-2 Company is $310.89. You will save $19.11 by buying from B-2 instead of
from A-1 (net price of $330).

The arithmetic of Example 4 can be done with a calculator, as shown below.

Keystrokes (for most calculators)

550 550
- 30 % 165.00
= 385.00
- 15 % 57.75
= 327.25
- 5 % 16.36
= 310.89

Finding net price for a series trade discount

A series discount (sometimes referred to as a chain discount) is two or more discounts taken one
after the other. A series discount of 30/15/5 is read “thirty, fifteen, five” and is illustrated in the next
example.

Example 4

mix and match

We can write a series discount in any order and still get the same net price. In Example 4, we
would get the same net price if the 30/15/5 discount were written as 30/5/15 (or in any other
order). Test it yourself. While the order of the series does not matter, series discounts are gen-
erally written with the larger discounts first.

doesn’t add up!

Don’t make the common mistake of adding the individual discounts. For example, a 30/15/5
series discount is not the same as a 50% single discount, even though 30 + 15 + 5 = 50. By mak-
ing this mistake, Example 4 would have been solved incorrectly as follows:

List price $550
Less trade discount: $550 × 50% = -275
Net price $275

The $275 net price is wrong (it should be $310.89). Here’s why: When done correctly, each
successive discount is applied to a reduced amount, not to the original list price.

wrong approach}

5

b
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15

don’t buy a pig in a poke

Back in the old days, con men used to put a cat in a poke (bag) and sell it to an unsuspecting
buyer as a pig, telling the buyer not to open the bag or the pig would get out and run away. When
a buyer insisted on seeing what he was getting and the seller opened the bag, he “let the cat out
of the bag.” When buying a home, don’t buy a pig in a poke. Here are two suggestions.
• Hire a competent inspector to evaluate the condition of the home and its components.
• Don’t buy without having a title insurance policy. The seller may not even own the home.
Or the seller may have mortgage balances, liens, or judgments that you will inherit when
you buy the home. A title search will determine the status.

Tara decides to make an offer. Her real estate agent sug-
gests the offer specify what is included in the sale and
requires the seller to provide Tara with a policy of title
insurance. Her agent also suggests that the offer be sub-
ject to (1) Tara obtaining a mortgage loan that is satis-
factory to Tara and (2) Tara’s approval of a physical
inspection of the property. These “subject-to” provi-
sions, known as contingencies, allow Tara to nullify the
offer if the conditions are not met. Tara makes an offer
of $165,000 (rather than the $180,000 asking price).
The seller is not happy with that price and makes a
counteroffer of $168,000. Tara accepts the counteroffer.

Buying a home can be an exciting experience. But take your time. Buy
in the right area. Don’t buy more than you need. And be careful when
making an offer.

Figuring total interest

Tara decides to get a $160,000 loan. The lender gives her two choices: (1) a 30-year loan at 7.75%
or (2) a 15-year loan at 7.25% interest. Note: Lenders do, in fact, offer lower rates for shorter-term
loans because they have less risk on shorter-term loans. We calculated Tara’s monthly payment on
each choice in previous chapters: Example 2 of Unit 11.3 (using formulas), and Example 2 of Unit
13.3 (using financial calculators). We got the same monthly payment using each method: $1,146.26
for the 30-year loan and $1,460.58 for the 15-year loan. Tara’s first reaction may be to get the 30-
year loan because she could save $314.32 each month. But she may want to figure how much inter-
est she would pay over the life of the loan.

f iguring total interest on a mortgage loan

Step 1 Multiply the monthly payment by the number of payments to be made. This is the total
amount that will be paid to the lender.

Step 2 Subtract the loan amount (the principal portion of payments). The result is the interest
portion of payments.

c

TIP BOXES  These provide shortcuts, memory aids, mistakes to avoid, and real-world suggestions. Students love the tip boxes.

FUN CORNER  A page at the start of each chapter has tidbits of 
fun, related stuff.
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don’t leave it to chance!

If you pay more than your scheduled payment and your mortgage loan has an escrow account, be
sure to include a note telling the lender that you want the extra money applied to principal.
Otherwise, the lender may put the extra money in your escrow account.

Determining equity

As Tara makes payments on her mortgage loan, she builds equity in her home. Equity is the differ-
ence between the value of the home and the mortgage balance(s) owed on the home. So, as the mort-
gage balance goes down, the equity goes up. Another way Tara’s equity can go up is if her home
increases in value—either by Tara making improvements to her home or by home values increasing
in her area.

Tara has owned her home for 5 years. She has made some improvements to her home and values have
increased a bit in her neighborhood. Her home is currently worth about $270,000. The balance on her
first mortgage is $124,410. She got a second mortgage to make some home improvements and owes
$17,340 on that loan. What is Tara’s equity?
____________

Value $ 270,000
Amounts owed: $124,410 + $17,340 - 141,750
Equity $128,250

Tara’s equity is $128,250. If she were to sell her home for $270,000, she would receive $128,250
from the sale, less any selling expenses (like real estate commissions and title insurance).

1. You get a $200,000 mortgage loan for 30 years at 8.75% interest. Your monthly payment (PI) is
$1,573.40. Calculate interest, principal, and remaining balance for each of the first two monthly
payments.

2. Your home has a current value of $320,000 and you owe $197,400. What is your equity in the
home?

____________
Answers: (If you have a different answer, check the solution in Appendix A.)
1. Payment 1: Interest = $1,458.33; Principal = $115.07; Balance = $199,884.93
Payment 2: Interest = $1,457.49; Principal = $115.91; Balance = $199,769.02

2. $122,600

Let’s try the U-Try-It exercise to determine how much we remember.

another income tax benefit of owning a home

One advantage of home ownership is that we can deduct interest and property taxes on our fed-
eral income tax return. Here is another tax benefit, as of the writing of this text. If a person has
lived in his or her home for at least 2 out of the last 5 years, the first $250,000 of gain from the
sale of the home is not taxed on the federal income tax return; for a married couple filing jointly,
the first $500,000 of gain is not taxable. This is a HUGE tax benefit.

Keep in mind the $250,000 applies to gain, not sales price. To illustrate, suppose you buy a
home for $200,000 and spend $40,000 for improvements (like a new kitchen, bathroom, deck,
and fence). Your total cost would be $240,000. Suppose you sell the home several years later for
$550,000, and incur selling expenses of $20,000. Your gain would be $550,000 - $20,000 -
$240,000 = $290,000. If you qualify for the deduction, you would have to report only a $40,000
gain; if you were married filing jointly, you would not have to report any gain.

Caution: Before planning a sale, be sure to check with the IRS or a tax consultant to make
sure the rules are still in place and that you qualify for the deduction.

U-Try-It
(Unit 15.2)

Example 2

15

b

U-TRY-IT-EXERCISES  Each unit ends with a few problems that 
provide immediate feedback on whether the stuff in that unit has sunk in.

Time-Value-of-Money
We cover time-value-of-money topics using compound interest formu-
las, financial calculators, and Excel.

Unit 10.2 Future value 211

Money earning interest grows over time.
Compounding is a powerful tool.

Example 2 illustrates the power of compounding. By using
compound interest, like we did in Example 2, the account balance
is $158,614,733,000,000,000. With simple interest, the balance
would be:

I = PRT = $1 × 2% × 2,000 = $40
M = P + I = $1 + 40 = $41

So far, we have focused on what a sum of money grows to, over
time.We can also find how other things (like population of a town,
or tuition) will increase over time.

Tuition at a local university is currently $4,800 a year. Based on an annual inflation rate of 4%, what
will tuition be 15 years from now?
____________
We want to know FV and we know PV so we use Formula 1A (n = 15; i = 4% = .04):

FV = PV(1 + i)n = $4,800(1 + .04)15 = $4,800(1.04)15 = $8,644.53

Based on an annual inflation rate of 4%, tuition will be $8,644.53. We would get the same answer by
increasing $4,800 by 4% a total of 15 times: 4,800 + 4% + 4% + … = $8,644.53.

Example 3

In Example 1 we made a single deposit. We can instead make a series of deposits.

Finding what a series of deposits will grow to

You deposit $100 at the end of each year for 4 years, earning 6% compounded annually. Use com-
pound interest formulas to find the balance in 4 years.
____________
We want to know FV and we know PMT so we use Formula 1B (n = 4; i = 6% = .06):

Example 4

][ (1 + i)n - 1i
FV = PMT ][ (1.06)4 - 1.06

= $100 = $437.46

10

Let’s check to see if the balance of $437.46 is correct.

Interest Deposit Balance
Balance, end of year 1 None $100 $100.00
Balance, end of year 2 I = PRT = $100 × 6% × 1 = $6.00 $100 $206.00
Balance, end of year 3 I = PRT = $206 × 6% × 1 = $12.36 $100 $318.36
Balance, end of year 4 I = PRT = $318.36 × 6% × 1 = $19.10 $100 $437.46

b

With Formulas

Excel: Solving TVM Problems E-3

Unit 12.1 Time-value-of-money terminology
The concepts, examples, and solutions are identical to those shown in Unit 12.1.

Unit 12.2
We have already solved Examples 1 and 2.

Unit 12.3 Future value
Example 1 Step 1 Select format for FV =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode)

Step 2 In Cell A14, type the format, with known values =FV(5%, 3, 0, -400, 0)
Step 3 Press ENTER $463.05

Example 2 Step 1 Select format for FV =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode)
Step 2 In Cell A14, type the format, with known values =FV(2%, 2000, 0, -1, 0)
Step 3 Press ENTER to find the account balance $158,614,732,760,369,000.00
Then Find the amount per person:

In Cell A15, type: =A14/7000000000 Then, press ENTER $22,659,247.54

Example 3 Step 1 Select format for FV =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode)
Step 2 In Cell A14, type the format, with known values =FV(4%, 15, 0, -4800, 0)
Step 3 Press ENTER $8,644.53

Example 4 Step 1 Select format for FV =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode)
Step 2 In Cell A14, type the format, with known values =FV(6%, 4, -100, 0, 0)
Step 3 Press ENTER $437.46

Example 5 Step 1 Select format for FV =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode)
Step 2 In Cell A14, type the format, with known values =FV(6%, 4, -100, 0, 1)
Step 3 Press ENTER $463.71

Note: For future problems, solutions will be given on one line.

Example 6 Kristen: =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode) =FV(6%/12, 50*12, -50, 0, 1) $190,306.35
Erica: =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode) =FV(6%/12, 25*12, -100, 0, 1) $69,645.89

Unit 12.4 Present value
Example 1 =PV(i, n, PMT, FV, Mode) =PV(5%, 3, 0, 463.05, 0) ($400.00)
Example 2 =PV(i, n, PMT, FV, Mode) =PV(8%, 3, 2000, 0, 0) ($5,154.19)
Example 3 =PV(i, n, PMT, FV, Mode) =PV(8%/2, 12*2, 30, 1000, 0) ($847.53)
Example 4 =PV(i, n, PMT, FV, Mode) =PV(10.25%/12, 15*12, 900, 7000, 0) ($84,086.80)

Unit 13.1 Sinking funds
Example 1 =PV(i, n, PMT, FV, Mode) =PV(6.75%/12, 40*12, 0, 200000, 0) ($13,543.18)
Example 2 =PMT(i, n, PV, FV, Mode) =PMT(6.75%/12, 40*12, 0, 200000, 0) ($81.71)
Example 3 =PMT(i, n, PV, FV, Mode) =PMT(6.75%/12, 40*12, -3000, 200000, 0) ($63.61)
Example 4 =NPER(i, PMT, PV, FV, Mode) =NPER(9%/12, -425, -3000, 28000, 0) 46.83 mo
Example 5 3%: =PMT(i, n, PV, FV, Mode) =PMT(3%/12, 65*12, 0, 1000000, 0) ($415.86)

9%: =PMT(i, n, PV, FV, Mode) =PMT(9%/12, 65*12, 0, 1000000, 0) ($22.14)
15%: =PMT(i, n, PV, FV, Mode) =PMT(15%/12, 65*12, 0, 1000000, 0) ($0.77)

Unit 13.2 Annuities
Example 1 I = PRT = $500,000 � 6% �

1
12 = $2,500

Example 2 =PMT(i, n, PV, FV, Mode) =PMT(6%/12, 40*12, -500000, 0, 0) $2,751.07
Example 3 =NPER(i, PMT, PV, FV, Mode) =NPER(6%/12, 4000, -500000, 0, 0) 196.66 mo
Example 4 =FV(i, n, PMT, PV, Mode) =FV(6%/12, 20*12, 2000, -500000, 0) $731,020.45

E

End-of-Chapter Material 
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3
5 = .60 = 60% 3

8 = .375 = 37.5% 56% = 56 × 1
100 = 56

100 = 1425

1212% = 252 % = 252 × 1
100 = 25

200 = 18 31.25% = 3114% = 1254 % = 1254 × 1
100 = 125400 = 5

16

.64 = .64 = 64% .005 = .005 = .5% 41.7% = 41.7% = .417

6.8% = 06.8% = .068 3414% = 34.25% = .3425 5
16 % = 00.3125% = .003125

Unit 4.2 The percent formulas

You own a boat equally with 3 friends. If you and your friends sell the boat for $15,000, what is
your share?
Portion = Base × Rate

= $15,000 × 25%
= $15,000 × .25
= $3,750

Solving for portion

Portion
?

Base
($15,000)

Rate
(25%)

Your share

Your percentTotal price

A certain city has an unemployment rate of 3.2%. If there are 1,720 people unemployed, what
is the total workforce?
Base = PortionRate

= 1,7203.2%
= 1,720.032
= 53,750

Solving for base

Portion
(1,720)

Base
(?)

Rate
(3.2%)

Number unemployed

Unemployment rateTotal workforce

You spend 612 hours sleeping each day on average. What percent of a 24-hour day are you awake?
Round your answer to the nearest tenth.
Rate = PortionBase

= 17.524
≈ .72917
≈ 72.917%
≈ 72.9%

Solving for rate

Portion
(17.5)

Base
(24)

Rate
(?)

Hours awake (24 - 6.5)

Percent of time awakeTotal hours in day

Unit 4.1 Percent convers ions

Converting decimals
to percents and
percents to
decimals

Converting frac-
tions to percents
and percents to
fractions

Chapter in a Nutshell

Objectives Examples

4a

b

a

b

c

CHAPTER IN A NUTSHELL  This is a short reference guide 
that summarizes the chapter.

THINK / EXPLORE / APPLY ACTIVITIES  These activities 
provoke thought, allow students to use the Internet and spreadsheet 
programs, and apply concepts in the real world.

Activities 303

1. Calculate a car payment on a 4-year $7,000 car loan at 6.5% interest, using either compound
interest formulas (Unit 11.3), or financial calculators (Unit 13.3). Your instructor may ask you
to use more than one method.

2. See Activity 1. Calculate the same payment using Excel (see instructions in Appendix E).
3. See Activity 1. Use the online calculator on our Web site (www.webbertext.com) to calculate

the same payment. Follow the accompanying guidelines.
4. See Activity 1. Search on the Internet for a site that calculates car payments. Use that site to cal-

culate the same payment.
5. Refer toActivities 1-4. Are any of the payments different? If so, which do you suppose are incor-

rect, and why?
6. Go to www.myfico.com/crediteducation/calculators/loanrates.aspx. Find current interest

rates for car loans in your area, based on different credit scores. Then figure out how much more
total interest a person with a poor credit score would have to pay over the life of a 4-year $15,000
loan than a person with an excellent credit score.

Explore

1. What’s It Worth? Visit a website (like edmunds.com) that shows values of used vehicles.
Determine the value of your current vehicle (edmunds.com shows 3 values: (1) retail price
charged by a car dealer, (2) sale between individuals, and (3) trade-in value). Print and submit.

2. Comparing Plastic. Get the following information on three different credit cards: (1) interest
rate, (2) credit limit, (3) annual or monthly fees, (4) cash advance fees, (5) minimum payment,
(6) late fees, (7) the amount upon which interest is charged, (8) whether you are charged inter-
est if you pay the entire balance with each statement, and (9) other features. Conclude by stat-
ing which card best suits your needs and why.

Apply
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110 Chapter 5 Trade and Cash Discounts

Ordinary dating: invoice for $600 dated May 3; 2/10, n/60.
Discount period ends: May 3 + 10 May 13
Net amount due: $600 - $12 (2% of $600) = $588
Credit period ends: May 3 Day 123

+60
July 2 183

Receipt of goods (ROG): dated Aug. 14; goods received Sep. 8; 6/15, n/45
Discount period ends: Sep. 8 + 15 Sep. 23
Credit period ends: Sep. 8 Day 251

+ 45
Oct. 23 296

End of month (EOM): invoice dated July 27; 4/10 EOM.
Discount period ends: 10 days past Aug. 31 Sep. 10

(get extra month because invoice dated after 25th)
Credit period ends: Sep. 10 + 20 Sep. 30

(add 20 days because credit period not defined)

Extra: invoice dated Apr. 23; 5/10-90X.
Discount period ends: Apr. 23 Day 113

+100 (10 + 90 extra)
Aug. 1 213

Understanding
discount
terminology

$13,500 invoice; 6/15, n/30. You pay $8,000 within discount period. Amount credited?
Amount credited = = = = = $8,510.64

Determining
amount credited
for a partial
payment

4/10, n/45. Annual rate paid supplier if discount lost?
4
96 × 365

45 - 10 = 4
96 × 365

35 = 4 × 365
96 × 35 = 1,460

3,360 ≈ .4345 ≈ 43.45%
Measuring the
benefit of cash
discounts

Chapter in a Nutshell (concluded)

Objectives Examples

1. Golden Robbins buys some goods at a list price of $300 with a 20% trade discount and gets a
7% cash discount for paying the invoice within 15 days. Golden decides to take a total 27% dis-
count (20% + 7% = 27%). Is Golden’s reasoning correct? Who would be hurt by using this
approach?

2. Bobbi Thornton buys some goods at a list price of $500 with a 30/20/5 series discount. Does it
matter what order the discounts are taken? Prove your answer by taking the discounts in at least
three different orders.

3. For a 30% trade discount rate, the complement is 70%. What does the 70% represent?
4. What is the difference between a trade discount and a cash discount?
5. What is the difference between a discount period and a credit period?
6. Suppose a company does not have enough money to pay all invoices within the discount period.

How should the company decide which invoices to pay within the discount period?

Think

5

d

e

c

Amount Paid $8,000 $8,000 $8,000
Complement of cash discount rate 100% - 6% 94% .94
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402 Chapter 18 Financial Statements: How to Read and Interpret

1. The Personal Financial Statement. Prepare a personal financial statement, showing assets
(cash, stocks, real estate, autos, furniture, etc.), liabilities (loans on cars, furniture, appliances,
real estate, credit cards, etc.), and resulting net worth. If you are married, the financial statement
should be for you and your spouse. Do not include social security numbers and birthdates.

2. Company Study. Submit a recent income statement and balance sheet for a specific company.
Try to base your study on a company in which you have a personal interest or of which you
know an owner. If you cannot find such a company, use stock report information; stock reports
can be obtained from a stockbroker, through most public libraries, or on the Internet. Submit a
copy of industry averages for the type of company you are studying. Compare industry aver-
ages with those of the company you are studying. Draw conclusions about how the company
you are studying is doing.

Apply
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88 Chapter 4 Percents

Unit 4.1 Percent conversions

Convert these decimals to percents.
1. .063 = .063 = 6.3% 2. 1.35 = 1.35 = 135%
Convert these percents to decimals.
3. 52.1% = 52.1% = .521 4. 8.3% = 08.3% = .083
5. 13712% = 137.5% = 1.375 6. 58% = 00.625% = .00625

Convert these fractions to percents.
7. 38 = .375 = 37.5% 8. 114 = 1.25 = 125%

Convert these percents to fractions.
9. 36% = 36 × 1

100 = 36
100 = 9

25 10. 62.5% = 6212% = 1252 × 1
100 = 125200 = 58

For all remaining problems, if the answer is a percent, round to the nearest tenth of a percent.
Unit 4.2 The percent formulas

Solve for portion: Portion = Base × Rate
11. 7% of $400 12. 35% of 250

Portion = Base × Rate = $400 × 7% = $400 × .07 = $28 Portion = Base × Rate = 250 × 35% = 250 × .35 = 87.5

Solve for base: Base = PortionRate
13. 60 is 40% of what number? 14. 240 is 75% of what number?

Base = Portion
Rate = 60

40% = 60
.40 = 150 Base = Portion

Rate = 240
75% = 240

.75 = 320
Check answer: 150 × 40% = 60 Check answer: 320 × 75% = 240

Solve for rate: Rate = PortionBase
15. 25 is what percent of 50? 16. 117 is what percent of 90?

Rate = Portion
Base = 25

50 = .50 = 50% Rate = Portion
Base = 117

90 = 1.30 = 130%
Check answer: 50 × 50% = 25 Check answer: 90 × 130% = 117

17. You, as a real estate agent, sell a property for $230,000. If you earn a 5% commission, what is your commission?

Portion = Base × Rate = $230,000 × 5% = $230,000 × .05 = $11,500

18. You take an exam with 18 questions and miss 2. What is your score as a percent?

You get 16 correct, so: Rate = Portion
Base = 16

18 ≈ .889 ≈ 88.9%

Portion
?

Base
($230,000)

Rate
(5%)

Portion
(16)

Base
(18)

Rate
(?)

Questions correct

Percent correct

Chapter Review Problems

4

For all problems, express the final answer with up to 2 decimal places. Assume π = 3.14.
1. A farmer wants to fence a field measuring 1,200 ft × 600 ft. How many feet of fencing are required?

P = 2(L + W) = 2(1,200 ft + 600 ft) = 2(1,800 ft) = 3,600 ft
2. A ball has a circumference of 31.5 inches. What is the diameter?

3. Find the area. Dimensions are in feet.

Rectangle: A = LW = (150 ft)(120 ft) = 18,000 sq ft
Triangle: A = 12 bh = 12 (80 ft)(150 ft) = + 6,000 sq ft
Total area 24,000 sq ft

d = c ≈ 31.5 in. ≈ 10.03 in.π 3.14

200

150

120

7. You are thinking about building a home containing 2,320 sq ft. You have been told that homes cost about $95 to $120 per
sq ft, depending on the quality, etc. Your builder gives you a cost of $242,000 for your home. Is that cost within the $95 to
$120 per sq ft range?

8. You are thinking about buying some recreational land for a cabin, measuring 1,320 ft × 660 ft. How many acres is it?

A = LW = (1,320 ft)(660 ft) = 871,200 sq ft = ( 871,200 ) acres = 20 acres

Cost per sq ft = Cost = $242,000 = $104.31 per sq ft (Yes, it is within range.)Number of sq ft 2,320 sq ft

43,560

40. Refer to the newspaper article to the right. Assuming that the plot of land is a
rectangle, figure the length of the plot to the nearest hundredth of an inch.

A = LW Formula for area of rectangle
452 = L(24) Substitute: W = 24 in.
452
24 = L Divide both sides by 24

18.83 ≈ L
Check answer: 18.83 in. × 24 in. ≈ 452 sq in.

4. A circular fountain is surrounded by a circular walkway 4 feet wide. The fountain has a diameter of 20 feet. What is the area
of the walkway?

Entire circle: A = πr 2 ≈ 3.14(14 ft)(14 ft) ≈ 615.44 sq ft
Inner circle: A = πr 2 ≈ 3.14(10 ft)(10 ft) ≈ - 314.00 sq ft
Net area 301.44 sq ft

5. The city is excavating for a landfill. If the area measures 1,000 ft × 270 ft and must be dug to a depth of 12 ft, how many
cubic yards of earth must be removed?

V = LWH = (1,000 ft)(270 ft)(12 ft) = 3,240,000 cu ft = ( 3,240,000 ) cu yd = 120,000 cu yd
6. Find the volume of a grain silo that has a diameter of 24 feet and a height of 45 feet.

V = πr 2h ≈ 3.14(12 ft)(12 ft)(45 ft) ≈ 20,347.20 cu ft

27

10 ft

4 ft

Practice Test
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CHAPTER REVIEW PROBLEMS  These include a variety of 
problems for the entire chapter, separated by unit.

PRACTICE TEST  Students can take this practice test before the 
real one in class. 

With Financial Calculators

With Excel

Unit 12.3 Future value 257

changes over t ime not involv ing receipts
and expenditures of money

• The first value to occur (it occurs at the beginning of the first period) is considered the pre-
sent value; the last to occur (it occurs at the end of the last period) is the future value.

• One of the values—present value or future value—will be positive and the other will be neg-
ative; our solutions will show present value as the negative value.

Example 3 Tuition at a local university is currently $4,800 a year. Based on an annual inflation rate of 4%, what
will tuition be 15 years from now?
____________

Based on an annual inflation rate of 4%, tuition will be $8,644.53. We would get the same answer
by increasing $4,800 by 4% a total of 15 times: 4,800 + 4% + 4% + … = 8,644.53.

N i PV PMT FV
15 4 -4,800 0 8,644.53

Finding what a series of deposits will grow to

In Example 1 we made a single deposit. We can instead make a series of deposits.

Example 4 You deposit $100 at the end of each year for 4 years, earning 6% compounded annually. Find the
balance in 4 years.
____________

*Note: If you forgot to clear your TVM registers, the PV value from the previous problem (negative 4,800) will still be in the
PV register and you will get a wrong answer ($6,497.35).

The balance will be $437.46.

Let’s check to see if the balance of $437.46 is correct.
Interest Deposit Balance

Balance, end of year 1 None $100 $100.00
Balance, end of year 2 I = PRT = $100 × 6% × 1 = $6.00 $100 $206.00
Balance, end of year 3 I = PRT = $206 × 6% × 1 = $12.36 $100 $318.36
Balance, end of year 4 I = PRT = $318.36 × 6% × 1 = $19.10 $100 $437.46

The ending balance ($437.46) matches our answer to Example 4, so our calculators must know what
they are doing!

In Example 4, you deposited $100 at the end of each year. How would the balance be affected
if the first of your 4 deposits were made immediately (at the beginning of each year)? Because you
would start earning interest immediately, your ending balance should be greater than $437.46. Here’s
what the balance would be:

Interest Deposit Balance
Beginning None $100 $100.00
Balance, end of year 1 I = PRT = $100 × 6% × 1 = $6.00 $100 $206.00
Balance, end of year 2 I = PRT = $206 × 6% × 1 = $12.36 $100 $318.36
Balance, end of year 3 I = PRT = $318.36 × 6% × 1 = $19.10 $100 $437.46
Balance, end of year 4 I = PRT = $437.46 × 6% × 1 = $26.25 None $463.71

The known values for this scenario are the same as those of Example 4: n = 4, i = 6, and PMT = -$100.
So what do we do differently with our calculators to indicate that the deposits are made at the begin-
ning of each period? Easy! We set our calculators to “begin” mode.

N i PV PMT FV
4 6 0 -100 437.46*
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